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What was the purpose of mankind in creation? November 8, 2023, Day 2,111,479 of the Crisis of Identity 

1. We have lost the initiative because the objective was changed. 

https://www.etymonline.com/search?q=purpose 

https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/purpose 

When Justin, whom we have called the martyr, appealed to Ceasar in 150 CE we begin to see the 
movement toward the birth of Christianity. This is what Christianity is and has been since its inception as 
an institution when the anti-Nicene fathers struck a deal with the man of lawlessness or the one who 
misses the mark, in 325 CE. The congregations in Asia were warned about this adulteration and what it 
would create, and they continued in idolatry. 

We have discussed the nature of the knowledge of good and evil and its pervasive counsel from the first 
act of transgression by mankind. This became the narrative that mankind began to relate to others on 
the earth. To every creature and to every pro-created being on the earth. This is the substance of our 
rebellion, trading the true and original relationship of perfection, for the lie of defining our own 
perfection and relating this existence as truth in the earth.  

The glory or weight of Jesus is only measured in the perfection of his being when it is equal to his Father. 
This is what mankind was created to be, like his Father in heaven, and Jesus restored this expectation 
when he completed his work given him by the Father. Jesus never stopped relating the word of his 
Father in the earth. The first man chose to rebel against that word for another word, we call the 
knowledge of good and evil.  

We have become so caught up with what is going on in the world that we have failed to understand that 
we have adulterated the truth and are missing the mark. It is easy to become embroiled in the politics, 
to equate patriotism as Christianity. Afterall, we have been made to believe that the USA is a Christian 
nation and will usher in the kingdom of God in the earth. I find it fascinating that the people on the 
other side of the globe, with whom we are embroiled in conflict, have the same geo-political ideology. It 
is almost as if the crusades are still being fought. 

H539 אָמַן 'âman aw-man' 

A primitive root; properly to build up or support; to foster as a parent or nurse; figuratively to render (or 
be) firm or faithful, to trust or believe, to be permanent or quiet; morally to be true or certain; once (in 
Isa_30:21; by interchange for H541) to go to the right hand: - hence assurance, believe, bring up, 



establish, + fail, be faithful (of long continuance, stedfast, sure, surely, trusty, verified), nurse, (-ing 
father), (put), trust, turn to the right. 

Jeff Benner’s Ancient Hebrew Lexicon 

Main Root word: Strongs #539: AHLB#: 1290-C (V) 

*1290) Nm% (Nm% MN) ac: Firm co: Kind ab: Sure: The pictograph is a picture of water or other liquid 
such as blood, the other pictograph is a picture of a seed representing continuance. Combined these 
mean "blood continues". Each species (kind) continues by passing its blood to the following generation, 
which comes from the parent. Also the idea of strength through the blood. (eng: man; name - a reversal 
of the letters; animal; omen) 

C) Nma% (Nma% AMN) ac: Firm co: Pillar ab: ?: Something that grabs hold or supports something else. 
The passing of strength or skill to the next generation. A large group of the same kind are stronger than 
one.  

V) Na% (Nma% A-MN) - Firm: To stand firm as a support. [Hebrew and Aramaic] [freq. 111] (vf: Paal, 
Niphal, Hiphil) |kjv: believe, assurance, faithful, sure, establish, trust, verify, steadfast, continuance, 
father, bring up, nurse, stand, fail| {str: 539, 540} 

*The word document cannot format the pictographs used by the Ancient Hebrew Lexicon. 

 

 

November 7, 2023 – Day 2,111,478 of the Crisis of Identity 

Subject: Is Christianity failing and Why? 

Tuesday Title: What do we Believe? 

I follow the Christian news outlets such as the Christian Post, Christianity Today, and CBN, just to name a 
few. When combing through article after article, I am wondering what we believe? Who are we? Do we 
know who we are? We have asked the question is Christianity is failing and why. This is as to the point as 
I can say, and I know many people will be offended by this. The easy answer. Jesus did not come into the 
world to be the god of the Christian tradition.  

According to the narratives concerning Jesus he is the second Adam or Man, created in the image and 
likeness of our Father in heaven. When Jehovah reengaged mankind at the level of relationship, it was 
for the purpose of restoration. What we have not understood, or cared to understand is the conditions 
of this restoration in relationship. How does one understand relationship? 

First you must know what it means to relate. What was the purpose of mankind in creation? How can 
one restore purpose and meaning if we do not understand our existence. Jesus was and is the relation 
we have to our Creator. Meaning that he was begotten and was not in existence until the Father 
purposed to seed the womb of Mary to bear this son. To relate to mankind the purpose of his creation 
and existence i What was the purpose of mankind in creation? n the earth.  



Do we understand the gravity of what took place? That Jehovah would put himself in the same position 
as he was in the garden with the first man. With opportunity of the second man to reject the Father’s 
existence for his own. We have this silly notion that Jehovah knew the first man would rebel against him 
and He created him anyway, because Jehovah gives free will. If we were free to choose our own 
existence, then why the sentence of death? Not to mention why try to stop mankind from his own FREE 
will if that is what we were given? What is problematic, we have changed the narrative from 
accountability that brings responsibility to what we were created to be, to the idea that mankind is 
fallen. A flawed being that could not live up to the high standards, therefore the only recourse for God 
was to die for his flawed creation. Afterall it was his fault that he made us this way.  

 

 


